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Background: the infestation of domestic rabbits by blowfly larvae (strike) is recognized by practicing
veterinary surgeons as a widespread and common problem in the United Kingdom (Beynon, and Cooper,
1991) . However, despite the severity of the disease and ubiquity of pet domestic rabbits in many areas of
Europe, to date there has been little attempt to quantify the prevalence, intensity or cost of rabbit myiasis.
Aim: to quantify the prevalence and consequences of blowfly strike in domestic rabbits.
Method: a retrospective questionnaire survey of small animal and mixed veterinary practices in South

West England and Wales was carried out to obtain data for strike prevalence between May and
September 2005.
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RABBI T BLOWFLY STRI KE SURVEY
Many vet s f ind t hat blowf ly st r ike of r abbit s is an
impor t ant clinical pr oblem in summer . But t her e is lit t le
har d dat a t o back t his up. The aim of t his independent
r esear ch sur vey is t o at t empt t o quant if y t he nat ur e
and
scale of t he pr oblem. Please help by complet ing t his
quest ionnair e. The r esult s will be published in t he
vet er inar y pr ess and will not be used commer cially.
Thank you
Pr of essor Richar d Wall & Bet t y Bisdor f f
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2. Distribution of
respondents

474 questionnaires were sent out; the
response rate was 46.2%.
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Now please ret urn t his quest ionnaire in t he st amped
addressed envelope provided. Thank you.

1.Questionnaire
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5. Outcome
The outcome for struck rabbits
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6. Proportion of practices where
most infested rabbits died () or
survived () in relation to the
number of struck rabbits seen in
the study period. Practices that
saw fewer struck rabbits had a
higher death rate (W=1309, P
=0.02)
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7.
Proportion of practices
where most infested rabbits
died () or survived () in
relation to the number of
rabbits seen per week in the
study period. Practices that
saw fewer struck rabbits had
a higher death rate (W=1321,
P =0.02)
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8.
Proportion of practices
where most infested rabbits
died () or survived () in relation
to the type of practice. There
was no effects of whether the
practice was rural, urban or
mixed.

Conclusion: This study confirms that strike in rabbits is an extremely widespread problem. It was notable that practices where most
infested animals died saw fewer rabbits and fewer struck rabbits. This suggests that training and experience in the appropriate care of
infested rabbits may be critical in ensuring a favourable outcome.
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